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EMERGENCY REMOTE WORK PLAN 
 
 

Overview 
 

 
On Friday the 13th of March, American businesses, big and small, faced an 

unimaginable technological zombie crisis.  A national emergency was declared due to 

the Covid-19 pandemic.   

 

I work for a boutique health care claims software company that has a robust business 

continuity plan, however, we didn’t have a disaster plan in place for this unprecedented 

crisis.  Like everyone across the nation, my organization was facing the unknown, 

experiencing doubt from the media, yet decisions and contingencies had to be made 

fast in order to survive this technological zombie crisis.  

 

Within hours after the national emergency was declared, my CEO took bold steps to 

ensure the health and safety of all employees.  We were informed that within a matter of 

days our company would have to temporarily transform into a virtual company.   This 

bold decision required the development of an emergency remote work plan.  My 

company’s business continuity plan would need to be adapted to cope with the unique 

challenges posed by the coronavirus.   

 

So many questions and yet so little time.  Did we have policies and procedures in place 

for remote work?  How would sick time, employee leave policies, and travel policies 
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need to be adjusted during this uncertain time?  Did we have the technology bandwidth 

for a remote workforce?  And what data privacy and security controls would need to be 

put in place for employees accessing private health information at home?  This 

threatening new technology zombie required a change in mindset, strategy, and plan 

across the entire organization in order to survive.  

 

PROCEDURES 
 
 
This unprecedented crisis marked a watershed moment to reveal just how well-

prepared our organization was for this unexpected workplace change.  Leadership was 

required across all departments to drive consensus and facilitate collaboration.  Within 

minutes of our CEO’s announcement, a HR department meeting was scheduled in the 

afternoon to discuss our existing telecommuting policies and procedures, and determine 

what potential data-security issues could likely surface in a remote work situation.  I 

prepared a crisis response checklist to identify the immediate actions and ongoing 

management needed to develop an effective emergency remote work plan (see, 

Appendix A).   

 

During the initial meeting, I quickly identified two key issues:  (1) need to evaluate the 

roles and tasks that could be affected by remote work; and (2) need for an audit of our 

company’s IT hardware/software and close any potential gaps in access and adoption.   
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I conducted a job and tasks analysis by creating a flowchart (see Appendix B) to 

evaluate roles/tasks by mapping out each employee and assigning them into one of the 

following two categories: 

 

• Jobs and tasks which could be carried out, even partially, without a physical 
presence in the office; and 

• Jobs and tasks which could not be carried out, even partially, away from the office 
premises 

 
 
The results of this evaluation indicated that the vast majority of jobs could in fact be 

carried out remotely anchored by our existing collaboration tools.  For example, we 

could use our existing internal communication tool, SLACK, and set up dedicated 

channels for each department to keep in touch during the mandatory remote work 

phase.  For external video conferencing, we could use Zoom.  To assess the comfort 

level of using this tool, I sent out a company-wide survey via email that quickly identified 

that there would not be any gaps in access and adoption in using the Zoom tool.   In the 

event employees required quick access to straightforward information on how to use 

Zoom, we could provide employees with quick tip information using infographics (see 

Appendix C).    

 

Our IT department conducted an audit of hardware/software to ensure employees had 

access to corporate-issued laptops loaded with the appropriate file sharing, 

conferencing and collaboration tools.  For employees not using corporate-issued 

laptops at home, VPN software would need to be installed on home PCs and/or laptops.  

The audit would include a brief risk assessment to identify potential data security risks 
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that could disrupt business operations.  I had to the opportunity to work with members of 

IT leadership who guided me to quantify the potential impact of a disrupting remote 

work crises.  For purposes of this class project, I’ve created a Technology Audit 

Checklist (see Appendix D).    

 

FINDINGS 

Implementing change in the workplace during a crisis is a challenging yet valuable 

learning experience.  The primary obstacle faced was the short time window given to 

ensure that all employees understood their role during the development of the Plan.  To 

mitigate the effects of stress, I assisted with efforts to ensure stakeholders had the 

information they needed with access to real-time checklists and contact lists.  The key 

takeaway during this experience was the understanding that while strong leadership 

and decision-making is crucial to effectively respond to a crisis, the effectiveness of 

teamwork and clarity of role and responsibilities are also critical components.  The goal 

now is to strike the right balance between ensuring that employees have a good 

experience working remotely while keeping company data safe.   

 

NEXT STEPS 

To measure the effectiveness of the ERW Plan, on-line anonymous surveys could be 

used to measure employee specific reaction, behavior and performance.   Depending 

on the outcomes, my organization might consider continuing certain aspects of remote 

work permanently once the crisis response period is over and develop a sustainability 

strategy to reduce business travel costs and thus reduce carbon emissions.  
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APPENDIX A 

 
 

Crisis Response Checklist 
 
Initial Assessment  
What are the known facts of the crises?  
What action(s) have already been taken and by whom?  
What needs to be done immediately   
  

 
Immediate Actions  
Call in Crisis Management Team (CMT) and assign roles  
Communications schedule agreed  
External expertise needed?  (legal, risk analysis, etc.)  
Security/VPN networks activated  

 
Ongoing Management  
Risk Assessment - consider all possible future scenarios and potential risks 
for EE remaining in mandatory remote work status) 
 
Impact Assessment – Resourcing requirements, IT  

 

Actions arising from RW Plan w/ responsibilities allocated  
Backup CMT members identified   

 
Recovery/Assessment  
Stand down from crisis mode and CMT resume original roles  
Reassessment of security risks and review of security measures and their 
effectiveness  

 

Potential financial losses analyzed  
  

 
Evaluation (1 month of crisis ending)  
Evaluation of Emergency RW Plan  
Identify ways to measure performance during crises   
Emergency RW Plan reviewed annually   
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 

Technology Audit Checklist 
 
1. Identify the equipment necessary for employees to work from home. 

 
EE Hardware  
Determine if employees will be permitted to use personal device/home 
computers for personal purposes (*VPN software may be req’d) 

 

Determine if additional hardware must be purchased and identify the budget 
and timeline necessary for these items. 

 

What needs to be done immediately   
 
 2. Identify the software needed for employees to work from home. 

 
EE Software   
IT department to install software as required (*VPN software may be req’d)  
Designate a point of contact within IT to troubleshoot and assist remote 
workers 

 

What needs to be done immediately   
 
 
 


